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number will be provided after the shipment.Paperback. Pub Date :2012-05-01 Pages: 211 Publisher:
Basic information of China Labor and Social Security Publishing House title: chemical analysis
(task-driven) List Price: 26.00 yuan Author: Gan Zhonghua. Zhang Yi editor Press: China Labor Social
Security Publishing Date :2012-5-1ISBN: 9787504595287 Words: 320.000 yards: 211 Edition: 1
Binding: Paperback: 16 Weight: Editor's Summary This book closely linked to vocational education
and training high-quality. skills type. application-oriented talents goal. the introduction of task-
driven teaching model. theoretical knowledge can be enough for the degree. based on skills
training. practice-oriented. Content of the textbooks written refined. innovative. textual
representation concise. easy to understand and convenient for students to understand and master.
The teaching materials in addition to chemical analysis leading knowledge. including the three
modules. fourteen task. covering chemical analysis and instrumental analysis. highlights titration
analysis in the chemical analysis of the principles of acid-base titration. ligand titration redox
titration. precipitation titration and gravimetric analysis method. and instrumental analysis. the
most commonly used UV - visible spectrophotometry. potentiometric methods. gas
chromatography. atomic absorption spectrometry and high performance liquid chromatography .
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Very beneficial for all type of folks. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time. You will like how the writer publish this ebook.
-- Nathan Cruickshank-- Nathan Cruickshank

Totally one of the better pdf I have at any time read through. It really is simplified but shocks within the 50 % from the ebook. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mariano Spinka-- Mariano Spinka
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